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Abstract. In certain alloys, after deformation the original shape can be recovered

just by thermal means. This shape memory behaviour can be interpreted as the effect

of an austenite-martensite phase transition. We model this phenomenon by assuming

the free energy to depend on the volumetric proportions of the different phases.

The thermo-mechanical evolutions of a three dimensional body of such a mate-

rial is here modelled in the framework of a second gradient theory. A variational

formulation in Sobolev spaces is given; existence and uniqueness of the solution are

proven by means of a fixed point argument.

1. Introduction. Some metallic alloys exhibit the following unusual behaviour:

they can be permanently deformed (up to 8% under traction), but they totally recover

their initial shape just by thermal means. This phenomenon is called shape memory,

and can be interpreted as the effect of an austenite-martensite phase transition [1,7,

12, 13].

At a microscopic scale, such an alloy is composed by a mixture of martensitic and

austenitic crystals. We shall deal with this substance only at a macroscopic scale,

and then assume that the phases coexist at each point. At a microscopic scale the

austenite phase is homogeneous and presents higher symmetry, while the martensite

phase exhibits less symmetry and is internally twinned, that is, it is formed of several

variants related by symmetry (references can be found in [3, 14]). For the sake

of simplicity, we shall also suppose that just two martensitic variants are present,

besides the austenite; however, this is sufficient to provide a consistent and exhaustive

description of the peculiar behaviour of shape memory alloys.

Here we deal with the three dimensional model introduced in [8], taking the tem-

perature, the macroscopic deformation and the volumetric proportions of austenite

and martensite as state variables. As far as we know, all other macroscopic models

using the same variables are in a single dimension of space and involve complicated
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free energy expressions [1, 2, 7, 16]. However, there are several other approaches

accounting for microscopic properties [3, 14], Our model is based on simple and

well-known expressions for the free energies of the phases, and the phase proportions

are here regarded as thermodynamic quantities. The total free energy is obtained by

summing the weighted free energies of the different phases and a contribution due to

the mixture. This mixture free energy is very simple and expresses the compatibility

condition that each of the proportions ranges between 0 and 1, and that their sum is

equal to 1. Other examples of mixture free energies can be found in [4, 9, 10].

Another peculiar aspect of our model is that it describes the mechanical action by

means of a second gradient theory [11]; this is necessary if one wants to account for

any mechanically induced phase transition.

The basic mechanical and thermodynamical equations are presented in Sec. 2. In

Sec. 3 we give a variational formulation of this problem in Sobolev space. Then we

prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution by means of an argument based

on the Banach fixed point theorem.

2. The model. The shape memory effect depends essentially on the temperature

and the phase composition, which can be modified by either thermal or mechan-

ical actions. Here we shall denote by p\ and fa the local proportions of the two

martensitic variants, and by /?3 that of austenite.

The mechanical actions are exerted mainly on surfaces: they are surface tractions,

surface couples, and surface double forces; all of them are to be accounted for. As

is well known, the classical first gradient theory for the internal forces allows neither

surface double forces nor surface couples. In order to take into account the latter

we need a second gradient theory [11]. However, here we shall use just the most

simple formulation of such a theory. Also for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume

deformations to be small. In this framework the generalization to large deformations

is straightforward (unpublished result of the second author).

2.1 Equilibrium equation. In the following we shall denote by i, j, /, k some

indexes with range {1,2,3} and use the repeated index convention for summation.

In the second gradient theory [11], the virtual power of the interior forces is defined

by

: = - / {oijEij(\) + Mgrad div v} dx,
ten

£ij{v) ■= \{vu + vj,i),

for any smooth domain 2 and any velocity v. The interior forces are the usual

stresses a,j and a vector M. Denoting by 83 the boundary of 2) and integrating by
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parts, we obtain (see, for instance, [11], Appendix)

&i = / (aijJ~ MUjdij)vidx

{Oijtij - Munl + ni(Mjnj)(Apnp) - Aj(Mjrij)}Vi dTLd3

- [ (Mjrtj)em(\) dT,
JdS

where n = («,) is the outward normal unit vector to d3>, enn = eu(v)«,nJ is the

normal elongation velocity and the A/s are the tangential derivatives defined by

AJ<P ■= <Pj ~ nj(nP<p,P).

It is natural to define the virtual power of the external forces by

3°e = [ fvdx+ [ Tvt/r+ [ Nen„{y)dY.
J9f Jd3> JdS

Here f denotes a volume force. The local contact forces are the usual surface

traction T and a normal surface double force N, which causes a normal elongation.

The quasi-static equilibrium equations are provided by the principle of virtual

power

Vv, 3°i + 3°e = 0.

They are

°ijJ-MijjSjj+f = 0 (2.1)

or equivalently

*ijj +f = 0, in

with Tjj := Oij - M/jdij, and

Mn = Mjfij = N, (2.2)

rijrij + T',= T„ in 83f, (2.3)

with T[ := ni(Mjnj)(Apnp) - A,(M/«,).

Note. The quantity Mt i = divM is a pressure, T[ is a force and Mn a normal

surface double force.

2.2 Constitutive laws. The thermodynamic variables are the absolute temperature

T, the proportions /?,'s and the strain tensor e (e,j(u) := (u,j + ujj)/2, u being the

displacement) and gradtre (tre := Sjj), which are assumed to be the same for the

austenite and martensite phases. We suppose that the free energies y/j of the phases

have the following simple and classical expressions:

W\(T,e,gradtre) = ^eRe + ^|gradtre|2 - d(r)tre - c0T\ogT,

y/2(T,e, gradtre) = ^Rz + ^-|gradtre|2 + a(T) tre - c0riogr,

i//}(T,e, gradtre) = \eRe + ^|gradtre|2 - -^{T - T0) -c0T\ogT,
12. l o
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where R is the rigidity matrix, Co the heat capacity , v a positive coefficient (assumed

to be the same for the austenite and martensite phases, still for the sake of simplicity)

and / the specific heat of the austenite-martensite phase transition. The function a(T)

is proportional to the thermal expansion coefficient. More generally the free energies

y/i and y2 involve terms linear with respect to e; here we have chosen the most

simple ones. We remark that there is no latent heat in the transition between the two

martensitic variants, which are energetically equivalent (the functions y/\ and i//2 are

symmetric with respect to the plane tre = 0). The shape of the function a is shown

in Fig. 1; for any temperature T larger than a given temperature Tc(Tc > To), a{T)

vanishes.

T T0 c

Fig. 1. The graph of the function a, proportional to the thermal

expansion coefficient.

We also assume that the densities p are the same for the three phases. Then the

volumetric free energy of the alloy is

<j/(T,e,gradtre, P\, P2, Pi) = pPiWi + pTI{P\, P'2,Pi),

where I is the indicator function of the convex set

S>:={(fiu02,fi3)\O<Pi<l,fil+fi2 + P3=l},

namely

I(PuP2,Pl) =
0 if (Pi, Pi, Pi) ef,

+ OC \f{px,p2,pi)$<9>.

The term pTJ can be understood as a mixture free energy, its only effect is to

ensure that the proportions take admissible physical values, i.e., values between 0

and 1 and with sum equal to 1. We believe that these physical relations are part

of the physical properties of mixture and must be included in its free energy. For

instance, the fact that the sum of the pf s is 1 expresses that no void can appear and
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that no overlapping can occur. Other examples of such a situation can be found in

[4, 9, 10].
By eliminating /?3, the variables become independent. Then the free energy of the

alloy is

y/(r,£, gradtre,/?,,#>) = p{P\{V\ - ^3) + p2(V2 - Vi) + Vi + TI(pu p2)},

where / is the indicator function of the triangle J7" in the plane (P\,P2)'-

3r = m,f}2)\ Pi >0,p2>0,pi+p2< I}-

By dealing just with the intrinsic dissipation, the Clausius-Duhem inequality de-

rived from the second principle of thermodynamics takes the form

• dy/ h dy/ . , .
■a7e + aiSSlF7grad,r£ + W,"'+ W/2 iae + Msradt".

where a and M are the actual stresses and the dot denotes the time derivative.

The Clausius-Duhem inequality must be satisfied for any choice of the quantities

e, gradtre, j}x, and /?2-

We assume that the behaviour is nondissipative or elastic with respect to the me-

chanical quantities e and grad tr e and linearly viscous with respect to the proportions

/?,'s. The constitutive laws are then

o = ^ = p(Re + a(T)(02-fii)l), (2.4)

M = pv gradtre, (2.5)

where 1 denotes the identity matrix. The latter equation can be written in the form

k(ji) + B + (2-6)

where B is the smooth part of dy//d P,

/-a(T) tre + ±(T -T0) \

\+a(T)tTE + ±(T-T0)J'

The viscosity constant k is nonnegative. If k = 0, the behaviour of the material

is nondissipative with respect to p. It is easy to check that the Clausius-Duhem

inequality is then satisfied.

Let us fix the temperature and look at the nondissipative (k = 0) constitutive laws.

To be clearer, let us consider an extension experiment. As the only nonzero strain

en (here replaced by e, for simplicity) is homogeneous, we have M = 0. We also

replace a\\ with a. Now we shall focus our attention onto the relation between a

and e at different temperatures.

Low temperature (T < T0). The components of B are shown in Fig. 3. By (2.6),

the vector -B must be normal to the triangle (Fig. 2). We easily obtain

s = 0=> ^ + p2 = 1,

e > 0 => p{ = 1, p2 = 0,

£ < 0 => Pi = 0, P2 — 1 -

B =
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f-B(e<0)

-B(e=0)

1 \ Pl
-B(£>0)

Fig. 2. The triangle . The vector -B at a low temperature.

Fig. 3. The component of B at a low temperature.

Then the relation (2.4) gives the constitutive law shown in Fig. 4, which is quite

similar to the experimental law (dotted line). It is easy to check that if the triangle

is replaced by the curvilinear triangle (Fig- 5) we obtain the experimental law

(cf. [1,7, 12, 13]). This means that the only possible mixtures are those represented

by the triangle !3~c and that the two martensites always coexist.
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Fig. 4. The mechanical constitutive law at a low temperature. The

dotted line represents the experimental law. The first type of the

martensite (phase 1) exists for e positive, the second one (phase 2)

for e negative. The two types coexist when e = 0.

Fig. 5. The triangle !TC gives the experimental behaviour. There is

an interaction between the two phases since only certain proportions

(P\,P2) are possible.

Intermediate temperature (To < T < 7c). The components of B are shown in Fig.

6. Relation (2.6) shows that (Fig. 7)

R -£, < e < £i =>■ fii = p2 = 0, 03=1;

e = £] => 02 = 0, 0 < 0i < 1;

e > e, =>• 02 = 0, 0i = 1;

e = —£) => 0i = 0, 0 < 02 < 1;

e < -e, => px = 0, 02 = 1.
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Fig. 6. The components of B at an intermediate temperature.

-B(e<-e1)

■B(_ei<E<ei) _Tb(£=£i) -B (£>£,)

Fig. 7. The vector —B at an intermediate temperature.

The constitutive law is shown in Fig. 8. Also here it is possible to replace the

triangle ZT by in order to have a more realistic constitutive law.

High temperature (T > Tc). We have B\ = B2 = Pj^(T - 7o) > 0 and by relation

(2.6) /?3 = 1. We then get a classical elastic constitutive law in agreement with

experiments (Fig. 9).

Note. When the behaviour is dissipative with respect to the /?,'s, the evolution is

smoother. For instance, if at some fixed temperature the stress a is a given function

of time, then the strain e evolves in a smoother way.

Note. The nonmonotone constitutive relations outlined in Figs. 4 and 8 are re-

sponsible for hysteresis behaviours like those represented in the Figs. 10 and 11.

2.3 Evolution of a shape memory body. In order to describe the evolution of a

shape memory material occupying a domain £2 at each point x £ Q and at each

instant t of the time interval [0, r], we need to know the absolute temperature T(x, t)

(or the Celsius temperature 9{x,t) = T(x,t) - 273), the (small) displacement u(x,t)

and the proportions P,(x, t).
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Oil

-£1

Fig. 8. The constitutive law at an intermediate temperature. The

austenite (phase 3) exists between -Ej and et. The martensites exist

for large deformations (the first type for e > £j, the second one for

e <

aA

Fig. 9. The constitutive law at a high temperature. Only the austenite

(phase 3) exists.

We shall use the energy balance equations

d e ..
— + div q = oe + Mgradtre,
at

where q is the heat flux vector. We neglect the mechanically induced heat sources

at + Mgradtre. Moreover in the volumetric internal energy

e = v-T^!j;*p[coT-l(0l+fi2-l)],

we consider only the most important terms; namely CqT and especially /(/?i + fo)

which accounts for the austenite-martensite transformation.

We also consider the Fourier conduction law

q — -h grad T,
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Figure 10

Figure 11

Figs. 10, 11. These pictures represent the hysteresis behaviour cor-

responding to the nonmonotone constitutive relations of Figs. 4, 8.

The arrows indicate the directions of the jumps between two mono-

tone branches.

where h is the thermal conductivity.

Let a(Q) := a(6 + 273). In conclusion, we get the following set of equations:

p(c0^-lf-t(fa + p2))-hA6 = 0 in Q := Qx]0,r[, (2.7)
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derived from the energy balance;

div(—/wA(divu)l + 0) = 0,

a = p{Re{u) + a(0)(p2 - Pi)l), in Q,

derived from the equilibrium equations and from the mechanical constitutive laws

(2.1)—(2.5) (where we take f = 0);

k§i(fy + <W'> &) 3 (_\)Q(0) divu - To (!) {d - n in a (2-9)

derived from the constitutive law (2.6) for the /?,'s (note that pTdl = dl, 6* :=

T0 - 273).

Finally we need suitable boundary and initial conditions. For instance, we choose

as boundary conditions

u = 0 on Z0 := <9^0x]0, r[,
(2.10)

(-/)f A(div u)l + 0)n = g on Sj := dD.\ x]0, r[,

where <9QoU<9£2i = <9Q, <9£2on<9£2i = 0, the surface measure of is positive and

g is the external traction applied to <9£2i (cf. (2.3)). Assuming that no double force

is applied, we take (cf. (2.2))

r\

— (divu) = 0 on X := <9Qx]0, t[. (2.11)
an

Finally, let

h^ + a{6 -6) = 0 on X, (2.12)

i.e., the heat flux is proportional to the difference of temperature between the interior

(8) and the exterior (6) of the system (a being a positive parameter). As initial

conditions, we consider

9(x,0) = e°{x), Pi{x,0) = P°X{X), p2{x,0) = P$(x) for x € £1. (2.13)

Then the unknowns of the problem are the functions 9(x,t), u(x,t), P\(x,t),

Pi{x,t). The data are c0, 1, p, v, a, a{6), h, T0, Tc, k, g, 6, 6°, pf, p\, and the

rigidity matrix R. As it is usual in elasticity we assume the material to be homoge-

neous and isotropic:

pRs{u) := X div u 1 + 2p.e(u),

where A and p are the Lame constants. Finally the equations of the problem are the

relations (2.7)—(2.13).

3. Variational formulation and theorem of existence and uniqueness. First we recall

the mathematical problem. Let Q be a bounded domain in R3 with a boundary d£2

of class C1,1 in the sense of [15], and let (r0,ri) be a partition of dQ into two

measurable subsets such that r0 has positive surface measure. We denote by n the

outward normal unit vector to dQ. We fix any positive time r and set

Q := Clx]0, r[, X := <9Qx]0, t[, X, := Tjx]0, t[, 7 = 0. 1.
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Let a: R —► R be a bounded and Lipschitz continuous function, and let K be a

nonempty closed convex subset of R2 such that

£c {(£1(y?2)eR2:/?, >O,02>O,ft +/?2< 1}.

The physical constants are as defined above. With standard notations V, A and div

will denote the gradient, Laplacian and divergence operators, respectively, and o and

e the stress and strain tensors. Given

g: Ei —» R3, 0:I-R, 0°,: £2 - R,

we look for functions u = (Wi,u2, M3): Q —> R3, 6, p\, /?2: Q —► R such that, setting

1 / du, dUj

2 \i9Xj + dXi

a := A(div u)l + 2//e(u) + a(0)(/?2 - P\ )1 in Q, (3-2)

and assuming for simplicity p = 1, the following equations hold

co^-/^(/?i+/?2)-6A0 = ° in (2, (3.3)

div(-zvA(divu)l + ct) = 0 in Q, (3.4)

^(ft)+^'«3(-i)Q(e)div""^(!)<s"r) ina (3,5)

u = 0 on X0, (3.6)

(—i/A(divu)l + o) • n = g onZi, (3.7)

-^-(divu) = 0 on I, (3.8)
dn

r) f)
h^-+a{d-d) = 0 on X, (3.9)

an

0(;O) = e°, /?,(-,()) = /?°, /?2(-, 0) = P2 in". (3.10)

Here dl~ denotes the subdifferential of /-, indicator function of the closed convex
K A

set K. We set

/i:=-L(/?1+/?2), Z2:=_L(y?2 _/?,).

Then {P\,P2) 6 £ if and only if

(XuXi) eK := |(Zl,Z2) G R2: 6 tf} ,

and also AT is a nonempty closed convex set included in

| iXi,Xi) € R2: \xi\ <X\<^ 2 J

Thus (3.5) can be rewritten in the equivalent form

,na <3")
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and in (3.2), (3.3), (3.10) /?i and fij can be replaced respectively by -^(Xi - Xi),

~^(X\,X2)- In order to give a precise formulation of the previous problem, we intro-

duce the closed convex subset of (L2(Q))2

K := [{X\,Xi) e (L2(£2))2: (xi,Xi)eK a.e. in q},

and the space

V := {u e (H]1 (fl))3: u = 0 on T0, div u e Hx (Q)}.

V is a Hilbert space with corresponding norm

l|n|1^:= [L dx+tfa iM)d\

We also set for any u, v e V

:=^|aA(divll)^.(divY)^

3

+ 1 [ eu{u)ejj{\)dx + Y] 2ju [ e,;(u)e,7(v) dx\ (3.12)
Ja Jn

a(-, ) is a bilinear continuous form on V x V, and the inequalities v > 0, ju > 0,

3A + 2^ > 0 yield the existence of a constant C > 0 such that

a(u,u) > C||u||2' Vu € V. (3.13)

Henceforth we shall denote by (•, •) the duality pairing between (//'(Q))' and //'(Q).

We assume that

ae^tR); (3.14)

0°eL2(Q); (*°,x2°)etf;

g e L°°(0, t; (L2(r,))3); 6 e L2(Z). (3.15)

A precise formulation of the problem is as follows.

Problem (P). Find 6 e L2(0, t; Hl (£2)) n //' (0, t; (//' («))'), u € L°°(0, z; V), X\, Xi

G //'(0, t,L2(Q)) satisfying

(XuXi) e K, (3.16)

{~{c0e~V2lxi),<p) + h [ VdV(pdx + a [ (d-d)cpdr = 0 Vp6//'(fl), (3.17)
dt Jn Jan

a(u,v)+ [ \/2a(6)x2 div vdx — [ g vdT Vve F, (3.18)
Ja J r,

Ja + ̂ -(e~e*)(Xi - 7i) + v/2a(0)divu(x2 - ?2)J dx < 0

V(Yi,?2)eK, (3.19)
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a.e. in ]0, t[, and such that

0|,=o = 0° in (H\Q))', (3.20)

{X\,X2)\t=o = {X0\,Xi) a.e. in fi. (3.12)

In order to solve this problem, first we present some auxiliary lemmata.

Lemma 1. For any 8, Xi £ L2(Q), such that \xi\ < ^ a.e. in Q (cf. the definition

of K), there exists one and only one u = B{6,Xi) € L°°(0, z;V) satisfying (3.18)

a.e. in ]0, r[. Moreover

II div u||L=o(e) < C, || div u||L<x,(0,T;//2(fi)) < C2, (3.22)

where C\ is a constant given by the Sobolev inclusion H2(Q) «-► L°°(Q) and Cj is a

constant depending only on Q, Cu C, llglL^o.T^r,))*), IMk~(R)-
Proof. The existence and the uniqueness of u follow directly from the Lax-Milgram

Theorem (cf., e.g., [15]), since the form a(-, •) is F-elliptic (see (3.13)) and

[ gvdT- [ \Zla(d)x2 divv^/x (3.23)
J r, Jq

is a linear and continuous operator on V. Moreover

IIuIIl°°(0,t;K) < C3, (3.24)

where the constant C3 has the same dependence of C2, and the solution u verifies (cf.

(3.1), (3.2), (3.4))

liAuj + -— (A + fj.) divu - i^A(divu) + V2a(d)X2 = 0> ' = 1,2,3, (3.25)
O X[

in for a.e. t e]0, t[ and the boundary conditions (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) in a suitable

sense. Owing to (3.24), from (3.25) it follows that

||(A + !<) divu - i/A(divu) + a(0)v/2x2|L~(o,x-,U(a)) < C4, (3.26)

where C4 is a constant depending only on £2 and C3. Thus A(divu) is bounded in

L°°(0,t;L2(Q.)) and divu satisfies the homogeneous boundary condition (3.8). The

estimate (3.22) follows from the regularity results for elliptic boundary value prob-

lems (see, for instance, [15]).

The next two lemmata are an easy consequence of the theory of parabolic varia-

tional inequalities (see, e.g., [6]).

Lemma 2. Given d € L2(Q), u e L2(0, r;(//'(Q))3), there exists one and only one

pair (xi,X2) = D(u,6) e //'(0, t;(L2(Q))2) satisfying (3.16), (3.19) a.e. in ]0,r[ and

(3.21).

Lemma 3. Given X\ £ Hl(0, r;L2(£2)), there exists a unique 6 = E(x 1) e

L2(0,t;//'(Q)) n Hl(0,r, (//'(«))') n C°([0,t]; L2(Q.)), verifying (3.17) a.e. in

]0, t[ and (3.20). Moreover, if 8° e //'(Q) and 6 e fV'J (0, t; L2(dQ)), then 8 e

Hl (0, t; L2(Q.)) n L°°(0, t; //' («)).

Now, we show the existence and uniqueness theorem.
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Theorem 1. Problem (P) has one and only one solution. Moreover, if 8° e

and 8 € W1-1 (0, t; L2{dQ.)), then 8 e Hl (0, r; L2(Q)) n L°°(0, r; Hx (Q)).

Proof. First we outline our procedure. For any 8 e L2{Q), € L°°(Q) such that

ll/hl|z.°°(!2) < (c^- the definition of K), we replace 8 and X2 with 8 and %2 in (3.18);

this determines u = (see Lemma 1). Then, using u and 8 (instead of 8), we

get (Xi>X2) = D(u, 9) from (3.16), (3.19) and (3.21) (cf. Lemma 2); finally we find the

solution 8 = E(x\) of (3.17), (3.20) (cf. Lemma 3). Setting (7 e]0, t] to be specified

later)

X:={(p,y2)e(L2(flx]0,7[))2:|y2(*,OI<^ a.e. in Qx]0,7[}, (3.27)

the above construction defines an operator

A:X^X, A(6,x2) = (8,x 2). (3.28)

We want to show that for sufficiently small 7, A is a contraction mapping on X;

then A will have a unique fixed point and, repeating this procedure step by step in

time (notice that each time interval can be assumed of length 7), we shall get the

result.

Now we fix any {Bhxn) e X and set u, := B(8i,x2i), (XihXu) ■= D(u„0,) and

0i ■= E{x\i), i= 1,2. Then we have (0,,/2,) = A{d„xi,).

We write (3.18) with 8,, xv instead of 8, X2 for i = 1,2, take their difference,

choose v = U[ - 112 (e V for a.e. t e]0,7[) and integrate in time. With the help of

(3.13), this yields for any t e [0,7]

Jo ll«i(-»j) - u2(-,5)||f,^ < ̂  ds J \a(di) - a(d2)\\hi\ | div(ui -u2)\dx

+ ds J^lxn - X2i\ |a(02)l I div(ui -u2)|dxj.

(3.29)

Now, taking into account (3.14), (3.27) and utilizing the elementary inequality

2a\a2 < Sa\ + ^a2 > 0, ax,a2 € R, (3.30)

from (3.29) we obtain

llUl ~ U2IIl2(0J;K) - {ll^1 ~ ^2IIZ.2(Ox]0,7[) + ll^21 ~ ^22IIZ,2(nx]0,7[) } ' (3.31)

where, for instance, C5 = (48/C2)||q||^,i00(R).

Then we replace 8, u with 8j, uj, j = 1,2 in (3.19) and write (3.19) for Xij,

j = 1,2 taking, respectively, y,- = xa and y, = Xi\ for i = 1,2. Then we sum them

and integrate in time; notice that both (x\>, Xij). j = L 2, verify (3.16) and (3.21).
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For any t <E [0, t] we get

1 2
2 0 — Xi2('j Olli^O)2 i=i

< -=— max
k 41o

{Lds L^] ~xi2\dx

+ II div u, ||z~(£ix],o,/[) [ ds f |a((?i) - a{d2)\ \X2i ~ l2i\dx
Jo Jn

+ llalk°°(R) i: ds | div(u, - u2)| |/2i - Xn\dx^ ; (3.32)

hence from Lemma 1, (3.14), (3.32) and with the help of Gronwall Lemma (see, for

instance, [5], Appendix) we obtain

2 rt
Y. IIXni'y t) ~ Xi2('> 0IIl2(Q) < Q / {ll^i _ ^2||z,2(n) + II div(ui - U2)||i,2(Q)} ds
1= 1 J°

'Vt 6 [0,7], (3.33)

where, for example, C{5 = |max[l,^]{l + (C2 + 1)IHI^i.°°(R)}- Now from (3.33)

and applying Holder inequality in time, it follows that

2

^ ll^il ('» 0 ~ Xi2(', 0llz,2(fi) — n/3C6?'^2 11|0i — ̂21|i.2(£ix ]0,7[) ~HIU1 — u2 ll^2(0,7;K) }
1=1

We[0,r]. (3.34)

Then in (3.17) we replace X\ with X\j, j = 1,2 and write (3.17) for j = 1,2,

take their difference, integrate it in time from 0 to t. Taking into account that both

(0i>/£n) and (#2>Zi2) satisfy (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain for any t e [0,7]

Co [ (di(-,t)-d2{-,t))<pdx + h [ V [ (1dx-d2)dsVfdx
Jo. Jo. Jo

+ a [ f (0, - d2)ds<pdr= V21 f (Xu{-,t) - Xn(-,t))<pdx. (3.35)
Jan Jo Jn

Taking <p = 9\ - 62 and integrating once more in time, with the help of (3.30) we

easily get

l|0i - 02|li2(QX]O,7[) - C7IU11 - ^12||^2(oX]0,7[) (3.36)

where, for instance, C7 = 8 12/Cq. Finally (3.31), (3.34), (3.36) yield

||0i - ^2||^2(Ox]0>7[) + II*21 ~ ^22Hi2(nx]o,7[)

< max{l,C7}^||x/i -X12W2
L2(i)x]0,([)

;'= 1

< t max{ 1, C7} sup H*<i(-,0 - Jf/2(-» 0llia(n,
0<,<, /=,

< fc, {lie, - 92l|2t!|ax|0i!I) + life, - falli!(Qx|0,;D} , (3.37)
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where, for instance, Cg = 6C|(C5 + l)max{l,C7}. Thus, if 1 < 1 the operator

A defined by (3.27) is a contraction mapping in X and we have one and only one

solution of (P) in [0,7], As we can start again and find the same estimate (with the

same Cg!) as in (3.37), the theorem is completely proved.

Remark. If one neglects the fourth-order term ^A(divu) in (3.4), then difficul-

ties arise in reproducing the previous argument; more precisely it is no longer clear

whether Lemma 1 holds.

As an alternative model, one can replace i/A(div u) with the term {- const A(» )}

in the right-hand side of (3.5) (this can be justified from the physical point of view

by assuming some diffusion eifects). The new regularizing term allows to prove the

existence of a solution by means of an approximation—a priori estimate—passage to

the limit procedure. The uniqueness of the solution and its continuous dependence

on the data can then be shown via a contraction technique, similar to that used for

Theorem 1. However here we shall not detail this argument.
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